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how we (as a Society) can more effectively use the Professionul Affairs section 
of Wood and Fiber. Time for action! 
The following article by Dr. Hart is an example of one such use (my opinion). 
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ABSTRACT 
SIMSOR, a computerized simulation of sorption, represent3 an effort to structure the known es- 
sential physical phenomena that control the drying behavior of wood in such a way as to permit the 
duplication, with acceptable accuracy and cost, of experimental data obtained from actual drying 
studies. Programming knowledge is not required for its use. It can accurately simulate a typical red 
oak kiln schedule in less than one minute of computer time. It will handle adsorption or desorption, 
from freezing temperatures to boiling temperatures, and at humidities from virtually 100% to nearly 
0%. Wood of any thickness and density, permeable or impermeable, can be simulated over any 
desired range of wood moisture content. However, its use to duplicate experimental data requires 
that the diffusion coefficient be adequately defined over the entire applicable range of moisture con- 
tents. At present, this will generally require a trial-and-error approach, especially in the free water 
range. Free water is treated the same as bound water, but the temperature dependence may be 
canceled, if desired. 
Although the simulation has already been proven under a variety of trials, it still needs to be tested 
under the widest possible range of applications. Wherever duplication of experimental data proves 
the validity of the simulation, it can then be used to provide a much more comprehensive analysis of 
wood-drying procedures and variables, and in far less time at far less cost, than is possible by actual 
physical trials. 
Keybvord.c: Computer simulation, drying simulation, kiln drying simulation, moisture movement, 
sorption. 
INTRODUCTION 
When wood is drying, water vapor is transferred from the wood surface to the 
air stream, moisture moves from within the wood to the surface, and heat is 
transferred from the air stream to the wood. SIMSOR is a computer simulation 
of sorption that continuously balances all of these interdependent phenomena. It 
does so for adsorption or desorption, at air temperatures ranging from the freezing 
point of water to its boiling point, at  air relative humidities from virtually 100% 
to nearly 0%, for wood moisture contents ranging from total saturation to nearly 
0%, and it does so for any desired wood thickness and specific gravity. Only 
minimal mathematical effort is necessary for its use. A knowledge of computer 
programming, while always helpful, is not required. In fact, to encourage the 
widest possible use of the program, every effort has been made to provide for 
data input that permits a maximum versatility in the application of the program 
without the necessity for internal alterations that require programming knowl- 
edge. 
I Paper No. 6307 of the Journal Series of the North Carolina Agricultural Research Service, Raleigh, 
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The potential benefits to be gained from the use of SIMSOR are substantial. 
The user will be able to estimate the effect upon drying time of a variety of 
interrelated factors such as air velocity, dry and wet bulb temperatures, kiln 
schedule alterations and interruptions, lumber thickness, and both the average 
level and the shape of the initial moisture profile. The simulation will greatly aid 
in the search for the combinations of controllable variables that result in the least 
cost and the least consumption of energy. The fact that SIMSOR provides a 
precise moisture profile from the wood surface to the center should make it 
feasible to assess the stress levels and the associated degrade risks that will result 
from proposed drying schedules. And in view of the short computer time required 
by the program, SIMSOR may even find a place in the day-to-day control of 
industrial dry kilns. But the greatest value of SIMSOR may come from the im- 
proved depth and breadth of understanding that it should provide for the drying 
specialist both in research and in production. 
BASIC DESIGN 
SIMSOR simulates the behavior of a single wood specimen (a slab), that is, a 
single moisture profile from the surface to the center of the wood, when the wood 
is exposed to one or more specified sets of environmental conditions, such as a 
dry kiln schedule. Subsequent publications will cover expansion of the simulation 
to encompass as many locations (profiles) as desired across an entire stack of 
lumber, as well as the use of continuously changing schedules and also the use 
of weather data input for air drying simulation. Since all of these applications 
require internal programming alterations, it is necessary to employ separate pro- 
grams for them. SIMSOR is the basic program from which all of these applications 
can be readily developed. 
SIMSOR is a finite difference solution of the wood moisture profile across the 
board thickness during sorption, but coupled to the heat and vapor transfer be- 
tween the wood surface and the air. The rate of vapor transfer at the surface is 
directly proportional to the difference in vapor pressure between the air and the 
wood surface. The rate of heat transfer between the air and the wood surface is 
directly proportional to the temperature difference between them. The tempera- 
ture of the wood is assumed to be uniform from the surface to the center. The 
surface to center moisture profile across the wood is divided into a specified 
number (N) of equal-sized cells (cells has no connection whatsoever with wood 
cells in the anatomical sense). The rate of moisture diffusion between adjacent 
cells is directly proportional to their moisture content difference and to the dif- 
fusion coefficient (Siau 1971), adjusted to the saturated vapor pressure of water 
at the temperature of the wood (Stamm 1964). The dependence upon the saturated 
vapor pressure to reflect the effect of changing wood temperatures is built into 
the program but may be canceled above a freely specified moisture level (TDL) 
if desired. The diffusion coefficient across the moisture profile may be varied (by 
the user of the program) with the moisture content of each cell as desired. 
Other investigators, such as Moschler and Martin (1968), Peck and Kauh (1968), 
Kawai et al. (1978), Bramhall (1979), and Ashworth (1978), have applied simu- 
lations to the drying of wood. All of these dealt with softwoods (except Peck 
and Kauh dealt with balsa) and all, including SIMSOR, differ from one another 
in some fundamental respects although all share many similarities. 
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TABLE 1. A duplication of the inpul dattr print-out for the computer s imul~t ion  plotted in Fig I .  
Each row beneath the varicrhle nume.$ represents a dntcr input ctrrd. 
APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
Figure 1 illustrates the application of SIMSOR to the data for a red oak kiln 
run as depicted in Figure 101 of the FPL's Dry Kiln Operator's Manual, using 
schedule T4, D2 (Rasmussen 1961). It shows the fit of the simulation curve to the 
actual data points at the end of each kiln step. All differences between them were 
less than 1% MC. Less than one minute of computer time (CPU = 0:38.8 on an 
Amdahl Model V7, executed in 50 kilobytes of core memory, using IBM Fortran 
IV) was required for the completion of this entire simulation. 
Table 1 shows the input data variables for Fig. 1 as punched by the user. Above 
each is the name of the variable as provided by the computer print-out. The 
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FIG. 1. A moisture content versus time plot showing the fit of the simulated curve to the red oak 
experimental data points at the end of each kiln step (experimental data taken from Fig. 101 of the 
FPL Kiln Drying Manual (Rasmussen 1961)). 
Input Vuriahles 
Card 1 
ID Identification number 
DESCR(1) Description 
Card 2 
SG Specific gravity (dimensionless) (0.d. wt./green volume recom- 
mended) 
A Specimen half-thickness (cm) (same volume basis as SG) 
N Number of cells in the moisture profile (105 maximum) 
TW Temperature of the wood ( O F ) ,  initial value 
TWDLT Maximum permissible wood temperature change per loop ( O F )  
TDL Temperature-dependent-limit (% MC) 



























Diffusion coefficient (cm2/time) 
Temperature a t  which D$T is defined (OF) 
Bound water diffusion multiplier (dimensionless) 
Center bound water diffusion multiplier (% MC) 
Range bound water diffusion multiplier (% MC) 
Free water limit (% MC) 
Free water diffusion base line (dimensionless) 
Free water diffusion multiplier (dimensionless) 
Center free water diffusion multiplier (% MC) 
Range free water diffusion multiplier (% MC) 
Relative vapor pressure high value (dimensionless) 
Equilibrium moisture content high value (%) 
Relative vapor pressure low value (dimensionless) 
Equilibrium moisture content low value (%) 
Temperature at which the two RVP-EMC points are defined 
(OF) 
Barometric pressure (psi) 
Code defining the dimensions of WRT (1 = % MC, 2 = time) 
Write interval for print-out (% MC or  TIME UNIT) 
Difference between average profile MC and EMC which termi- 
nates the run (% MC) 
Maximum number of main or  outer loops (iterations) for termi- 
nating the run 
The ten cells of the profile which are to be printed out 
Temperature dry bulb step (OF) for the ambient air 
Temperature wet bulb step (OF) for the ambient air 
Code defining the dimensions and functions of TEST(1) 
- 1: TEST(1) is a % MC limit and a lower test (desorption) 
0: TEST(1) is a TIME INTERVAL and no sorption occurs 
I :  TEST(1) is a % MC limit and an upper test (adsorption) 
2:  TEST(1) is a TIME INTERVAL (adsorption or  desorption) 
Test level which initiates transfer to  the next step (% MC or  
TIME) 
Surface transfer coefficient (g cm-' time-' OF-') (A given value 
will be duplicated in subsequent steps if undefined there.) 
Temperature a t  which QRATES(1) is defined (OF) (also dupli- 
cates) 
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Curd 8A . . . 
c(J)  Initial moisture contents of the profile cells from the surface, 
C(I), to the center, C(N). One to N values may be specified 
since a zero or blank value will result in the preceding value 
being duplicated to define the remainder of the N values. 
(C(J) = % MC = 100% x water weightloven-dry wood weight.) 
Beneath each row of variable names in Table 1 is a row of input data repre- 
senting a punched card (all are numerical data except the description, DESCR). 
For simplicity, ten spaces or columns (one blank and nine used spaces) were 
allocated for each of the variables on each card with the first ten spaces of each 
card left unused, except for the ID number on the first card. The only other 
exceptions to the spacing are with DESCR, which occupies the last 69 spaces of 
its card, and with NCLM, where two spaces per cell are used to define the ten 
cells to be printed. Decimal numbers may be located anywhere in their allotted 
nine spaces, but the exponents, if present (D$T and QRATES), must be right 
justified, as must the nondecimal (integer) variables (ID, N,  IWRT, JJ, NCLM, 
NSD). 
Curd 1. The ID must be integer numbers only. It cannot be blank or zero since 
this signifies that no data set follows. The description, DESCR, should include 
the unit of TIME to be employed in the data. Any desired unit may be used (days, 
hours, minutes, etc.) but must be consistently used for all time-defined input data 
(i.e. D$T, WRT if IWRT = 2, TEST if NSD = 0 or 2, and QRATES). The output 
data will be in this time unit. 
Card 2. Both SG and A remain constant (no attempt has been made to account 
for shrinkage) so green dimension (and oven-dry weight) values would be pref- 
erable, at least in the USA. While space for N = 105 is provided, N = 30 is 
recommended for the number of profile cells for excellent accuracy at reasonable 
cost. However, for preliminary trials, N = 10 gave values almost within 1% MC 
of the N = 30 values and required only about half the CPU time (0:17.5 vs. 
0:38.8). The initial value of TW, the wood temperature, is important in its effect 
on the initial sorption rate. If it is below the dew point of the ambient air, con- 
densation on the wood will be simulated as the wood heats up regardless of how 
wet or dry the wood is. TWDLT limits the magnitude of change in TW that is 
permitted in a single loop or iteration. A value of 5 F is recommended. Some 
restriction on the wood temperature change per loop is necessary to prevent 
inaccurately large changes after sudden changes in ambient air temperature (e.g. 
putting a very cold charge of lumber into a hot kiln). TDL, the last value on the 
second card, is the moisture content above which the rate of diffusion is not 
dependent upon the saturated vapor pressure at the wood temperature. This 
permits the free water to be treated differently from the bound water, if desired. 
However, in the examples herein, TDL was set to a high value to insure that all 
water was treated the same. 
Curd 3. This card and card 4 are for data which the user must supply to permit 
defining of the diffusion coefficient at any temperature and any moisture content 
encountered during the simulation. The user of SIMSOR must specify the base 
diffusion coefficient, D$T, and the temperature, T$D, at which it is defined. The 
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MOISTURE CONTENT % 
FIG. 2. The multiplier, F,  used for changing the diffusion coefficient with moisture content to 
obtain the simulated curve in Fig 1. The dashed curve was not used. 
computer will automatically adjust this coefficient to any other temperature en- 
countered (in proportion to the saturated vapor pressure of water). However, the 
diffusion coefficient also changes with moisture content. Since no universally 
applicable function for the moisture effect is known, the program user must either 
use the supplied procedure or define his own function. This equation must define 
a value, F(I), for each and every cell moisture content, C(I), so that in the com- 
puter, the base diffusion coefficient, D$T, can be multiplied by F(1) to correct it 
to the desired value for each cell moisture content encountered. Initial estimates 
of D$T and of its change with moisture content may be arbitrarily selected on a 
trial and error basis or may be obtained from evaluation of experimental data or 
from the literature. Stamm (1964) has calculated theoretical values that can be 
tested for use in the bound water range. His model also shows the effect of 
specific gravity. His diffusion coefficients are very nearly inversely proportional 
to specific gravity raised to the 2.25 power so this provides a useful estimate of 
the specific gravity effect. SIMSOR does not change the diffusion coefficient with 
changes in specific gravity so this must be done by the user. 
A purely arbitrary but flexible procedure for defining an equation to calculate 
F has been included in the program. It is simply a technique to provide the user 
with substantial flexibility in making his choice of values, but he can do so without 
internal program alterations. (Those who do not mind altering the program can 
insert any other functions they wish.) Figure 2 illustrates the curve that gave the 
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computer curve fit to the data shown in Fig. 1. It is an S-shaped transition (a sine 
curve) from one constant level of F ,  unity, at low moisture content to a second 
constant level, BWDM, at a higher moisture content. The curve is centered at 
moisture content CBWDM and reaches CBWDM + RBWDMl2 as the upper and 
lower moisture content limits of the S-curve. Below the lower limit the multiplier 
is unity and above the upper limit it is BWDM. These data for F(1) are printed 
out by the computer for ease of plotting, if desired. For the data in Table 1,  the 
F multiplier for D$T increases from unity at MC to 1.4 at 22% MC (1.4 = 
(1 + 1.8)/2) and to 1.8 at 44% MC. It remains at 1.8 above 44%. In general, it 
may prove desirable to keep the range, RBWDM, equal to twice the center value, 
CBWDM, when possible since this results in one less variable to manipulate in 
trying to fit specified experimental data. However, any desired values can be 
used, and BWDM can be less than unity, thus decreasing D$T with increasing 
moisture if desired. Although unlikely for bound water, a reduction of D$T for 
the free water of impermeable woods may prove desirable. 
Curd 4. To permit such flexibility, a second S-shaped curve is defined on this 
card. It is similar to the previous curve in that FWDM is the level of F(1) at the 
higher moisture content end, with the curve centered at CFWDM and reaching 
CFWDM ? RFWDMl2. But FWL defines the moisture content above which this 
curve will be utilized (i.e. the switchover point from the bound water curve to 
the free water curve) and, while unity is the base line for the bound water curve, 
FWDBL defines any desired value as the base line for the free water curve. Thus 
if the entire S-curve is above FWL (it need not be), then F(1) varies from FWDBL 
at the lower moisture content end to FWDM at the higher moisture content level. 
Suppose, for example, that in Fig. 2 it is desired to reduce F(1) from its 1.8 value 
to a value of 0.5 as the moisture content, C(I), increases from 50% to 60%. Then 
FWL = 44.0 (any value from 44 to 50 would suffice), FWDBL = 1.8, FWDM = 
0.5, CFWDM = (50 + 60)/2 = 55, RFWDM = 60 - 50 = 10. This curve, which 
is shown in Fig. 2, was actually ignored by SIMSOR since FWL = 500.0 was 
used rather than 44.0, so the transfer point is beyond the initial moisture content 
of the wood. The use of these sine curves is more cumbersome to describe than 
to actually apply. They do offer a systematic way to achieve flexibility in defining 
the change in diffusion coefficient with changing moisture content, and any values 
whatsoever may be employed to obtain the desired values of F. 
Card 5. This card defines the two parameter RVP-EMC isotherm employed in 
the program (Hart 1977). The two pairs of values, plus T$EMC, are sufficient to 
define the isotherm for all temperatures between (but not including) 0 F and 250 
F (the program will run only within these temperature limits). Values may be 
obtained from a standard reference (e.g., Forest Products Laboratory 1974; Smith 
1963) or, for experimental data in which the EMC was determined, the experi- 
mental data can be used. This permits the simulation to approach the actual 
observed specimen EMC rather than a standard published value. If only one 
experimental value is available, then a good procedure is to calculate a second 
value that has the same ratio to the standard value as does the observed value. 
The barometric pressure completes the psychrometric data since it is a part of 
the psychrometric equation. There is no need for it to reflect daily fluctuations. 
Most published tables simply use the standard sea level value (14.69 psi), but it 
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should be corrected for altitude. The value in Table 1 is for the standard value 
corrected to an altitude of 500 feet (Weast 1973). 
Card 6. The values on this card serve to control the print-out of the computed 
data and may control the length of the run. WRT tells the computer how often 
to print out its progress and IWRT tells it whether to do so on an elapsed moisture 
content or an elapsed time basis. If WRT = 0.0, every main loop will be printed 
since the elapsed moisture content or time will exceed zero. FINIS tells it how 
close the average MC can get to the EMC (equilibrium moisture content) before 
the run will be terminated. Just as in actual drying, it becomes quite expensive 
to run too close to EMC since sorption becomes so slow. In the Table 1 example, 
however, the cut-off was in the control of the step schedule so 0.0 was permissible 
for FINIS. JJ, the maximum permissible number of repetitions of the main or 
outer loop (J loop), may also be used to terminate the run and is especially useful 
for preliminary trials. In Table I, the very large value insured that it would not 
be used for terminating the run. NCLM is used to select ten cells across the 
profile for print-out. The first and last cells will probably always be desired but 
intervening selections depend upon the individual need. For example, if surface 
stresses are of interest, then the moisture contents of the cells close to the surface 
may be of primary interest. Remember to change NCLM if N is changed. 
Card 7A . . . Up to 99 step cards (more if the program is altered) can be used 
to define any sequence of environmental conditions to which the wood is to be 
exposed. The listing of the ambient dry bulb temperature (TDBS), the wet bulb 
temperature (TWBS), and the moisture content (TEST) at which the ambient 
conditions will be changed to the next step differs slightly from a conventional 
kiln schedule listing. TEST is the moisture content at which control is transferred 
out of the step rather than into the step as with conventional listings. The last 
step card must be blank or zero in the TDBS space to indicate the end of the 
step cards. QRATES and T$QS need be indicated only on the first card since 
they will be automatically adopted for subsequent steps unless a new value is 
indicated. 
For a given air velocity, the surface transfer coefficient, QRATES, is simply 
the maximum possible sustained drying rate, the wet bulb rate, divided by the 
wet bulb depression. Thus QRATES is a property of the air stream rather than 
of the wood itself. Fast drying species such as yellow poplar and southern pine 
sapwood often dry at a constant rate early in the drying run (see Fig. 2 of Hart 
and Darwin 1971). During this period they are drying like a wet bulb and at the 
wet bulb temperature (thus TW = TWB). The observed drying rate (g cm ' 
time-') divided by the known wet bulb depression then gives QRATES (g cm ' 
time O F  I )  at T$QS (OF), which is equal to the wet bulb temperature. This 
surface transfer coefficient is slightly temperature-dependent, hence, the neces- 
sity for T$QS. When dealing with slow drying species which may never exhibit 
a constant rate period, it is well to include fast drying specimens for the sole 
purpose of obtaining data for the determination of QRATES. (These specimens 
may require prior soaking in water to insure adequate wetness.) If necessary, 
QRATES may also be obtained from published data. After conversion to the 
dimensions employed herein (g cm ' days-' O F  I), the results of Stevens et al. 
(1956) result in the equation 
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QRATES = 0.0218 + 0.000092V at 122.4 F ( 1 )  
while those of McNamara (1969) gave 
QRATES = 0.0119 + 0.000138V at 94.8 F 
where V = air velocity in feetlminute. But since, for use of these equations, the 
air speed must be measured and the effectiveness may be strongly controlled by 
the degree of laminar versus turbulent air flow, drying rate data taken from rapidly 
drying permeable wood exposed to the actual drying conditions are probably the 
safest source. Figure 3 shows the drying curves of M-inch-thick yellow poplar 
and white oak (from Hart and Darwin 1971) dried under identical conditions, with 
the QRATES (0.0466 g cm ' days-' OF-') (at 94.8 F) obtained from the constant 
rate portion of the poplar data. The simulation was fitted to these diverse spec- 
imens with less than 1% moisture content difference between simulated and ex- 
perimental data points. Below 30% MC, the differences were less than 0.5% MC. 
For the sake of illustration, it was assumed that the oak in Fig. 1 dried like a 
wet bulb from the initial moisture content to 51% MC, the end of the first step. 
Actually, this was certainly not the case but in effect we are treating an entire 
kiln charge as a single sample (and a single moisture profile) so any drop in dry 
bulb temperature across the charge during the early stages of drying will result 
in lower drying rates than would result from a small specimen. But this does 
serve to illustrate both the strengths and the limits of the single profile program. 
For the data in Fig. 1 (and using arbitrarily assumed density and half-thickness 
values), 
AMC % density x half-thickness ,RATES = (-)( 
ATime 10W0 x W.B. dep. 
If the first listed step of the kiln schedule does not accommodate the input data 
(e.g., suppose the initial MC were 41%), then the steps will be skipped in sequence 
until the correct starting step is reached (step #3 for a 41% initial MC). If, through 
some error in defining the data, all steps are skipped, then the error message 
"SORPTION SCHEDULE DOES NOT ACCOMMODATE THE INPUT 
DATA" will be printed to identify the cause of the failure. The computer traverses 
the steps sequentially so once a step is passed, it cannot be recalled. Thus if an 
initial MC of 41% and initial temperature, TW. of only 30 F were used, step #2 
would be bypassed (41.3% > 41.0%) and the run would start in step #3. But 
condensation (adsorption) on the cold wood will soon raise its moisture content 
above 41.3%. Nevertheless, the program will stay in step #3 until the wood dries 
to below 34.5%. 
The NSD(1) = 0 code results in complete blockage of vapor transfer at the air- 
wood interface, although interface heat transfer, as well as moisture diffusion in 
the wood profile, continues. If continued long enough, the wood temperature, TW, 
will virtually reach the ambient air temperature, TDB, and the moisture profile 
will level out (even if above fiber saturation, which is probably undesirable). In 
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FIG. 3 .  Simulated curves fitted to both yellow poplar and white oak experimental data from the 
same drying conditions. 
effect, for a very tight kiln, this simulates closing the vents and turning off the 
steam spray but keeping the fans on and the heating coils operating. However, 
it does not simulate board to ,board exchanges since only a single profile is in- 
cluded. 
SIMSOR is programmed to print out not only at the intervals specified by WRT 
but also at the start of drying and just before each step change. Thus if WRT is 
in % MC (IWRT = 1) and is sufficiently large (larger than the moisture content 
change that occurs during the step), print-out would not occur during a step but 
only at the change to the next step. The print-out data would then summarize the 
results for the entire step. Additional step cards which duplicate the existing step 
cards except for different TEST values may be inserted to obtain print-out at 
specifically desired moisture contents or at desired time intervals, thus giving 
print-outs to closely match experimental data levels if desired. 
Curd 8A . . . The final data cards define the initial moisture content profile. 
Seven values may be put on each card, but if a uniform (flat) profile is desired, 
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then only the first value on the first card need be entered since it will be duplicated 
for all N cells. However, any shape of initial profile can be obtained by listing 
the desired moisture content of each cell. If the total number listed is less than 
the number of cells, N,  as defined in card #2, then the last value before the zero 
or blank will be replicated to obtain N values. This moisture content listing must 
end with a blank card to notify the computer to stop reading. 
The card following this blank moisture content card is read as the ID of the 
next data set. A blank card here signifies that no data set follows. Any number 
of data sets can be entered but the last one must be followed by a blank card for 
the next ID card (in addition to the blank card for terminating the moisture content 
reading). 
Print Output .  The print-out from SIMSOR first lists the input data just as shown 
in Table 1. It then lists the average moisture content, CBARP, and F(1) for 0.0 
to 210% MC at MC intervals of 2.5%. This completes the input data page. 
The output data begins with the ID and DESCR(1) on line #1, then on line #3 
the labels for the step data in the order of NSD, TEST, QRATES, T$Q, RDB 
(relative vapor pressure of the air), NS (the step number), EMC, TDB, TWB, 
and, to the far right, J (the total number of main loops) and NPL (the number of 
profile loops in the last main loop). These labels are printed only once but the 
variables will be printed at the start of each step. 









C-BAR-PROFILE, the current average moisture content of the 
profile 
Current time 
C-BAR-AVERAGE, average MC for the print-out interval 
Average rate of drying for the print-out interval (% MCItime) 
Current wood temperature ( O F )  
Current relative vapor pressure of the wood surface (C(1)) 
Total number of print-out intervals plus one 
DELT efficiency, a measure of the operating efficiency. 
The ten % MC values for the cells specified by NCLM(1) complete the output. 
With the input data listed in Table 1, SIMSOR will print out all of the data listed 
in line #5 for every 1% MC change (since WRT = 1). It will end with 8.84% MC 
in 22.94 days for % CBARP and TIME. The program listing in the appendix is 
complete except for the data cards in Table 1 and the necessary job control cards. 
This completes the basic information required for the use of SIMSOR. While 
the input data are somewhat lengthy, it does permit substantial flexibility in the 
application of the program. Except for defining D$T and its variation with mois- 
ture content, none of the other parameters should pose any problem. And the 
only problem with the diffusion coefficient arises when one is trying to fit the 
simulation to experimental data. 
INPUT DATA LIMITATIONS 
There are some limitations on the input data for SIMSOR. As already indicated, 
the wood temperature, TW, must be less than 250 F and greater than 0 F to 
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satisfy the present requirements of the isotherm. But since neither boiling nor 
freezing are dealt with in the program, SIMSOR is technically applicable within 
32 to 212 F only. The wet bulb temperature must be less than the dry bulb 
temperature but a 0.01 F difference (probably even less) is acceptable. In cal- 
culating a relative vapor pressure to match the surface MC of the wood, the 
computed value, which must be less than unity, will not exceed 1.0 - 1.0 x lo-"' 
nor fall below a 0.01 value. The surface MC will not fall below 0.01% MC. 
All combinations of parameters do not run with equal efficiency. High levels 
of QRATES coupled to low levels of D$T (after temperature adjustment) increase 
the required computer time, as do low levels of QRATES coupled with high levels 
of D$T. Thus QRATES levels should not be extended too far beyond realistic 
values (see Eq. 1). Except for the D$T vs. QRATES interactions, SIMSOR func- 
tions with equal efficiency with either uniformly high or low D$T levels since the 
elapsed simulated time per loop is inversely proportional to the temperature ad- 
justed D$T. However, D$T constant with moisture content is more efficient than 
is a variable relationship since the highest level controls the time per loop. 
COMPROMISES 
In a computer simulation of unsteady state moisture diffusion, conditions are 
held constant all across the profile while the flux rates between all adjacent cells 
are calculated. These are actually steady-state rates. Then the cells are adjusted 
to their new values and the process is repeated. There are inherent mathematical 
limitations on the elapsed simulated time for these steady-state steps. If this 
elapsed time exceeds a critical level, oscillations or gyrations will set in and the 
program will mathematically self-destruct when the oscillations result in numbers 
exceeding the capacity of the computer. But the smaller the time per loop or 
iteration, the greater the number of loops required, and the greater the cost of 
running the program. 
One compromise that was necessary to obtain i i  reasonable balance between 
realism and cost was that a uniform temperature across the wood be adopted. It 
seems highly probable that this is a necessary compromise. The maximum per- 
missible elapsed time (simulated) per loop is inversely proportional to the diffu- 
sion coefficient. Since the diffusion coefficient for heat in wood is hundreds of 
times larger than typical moisture values, then a variable heat profile should 
increase the cost by the same order of magnitude. It may be possible to use far 
fewer cells for a temperature profile (compared with a separate moisture profile 
in the same program) and use many loops across the temperature profile for each 
loop across the moisture profile, but it doesn't look too promising. Even in SIM- 
SOR, with its uniform temperature profile, the cost of the temperature transfer 
limitation is not minimal. It was necessary to provide a mechanism for reducing 
the moisture-dependent maximum permissible loop time (DELT) to the temper- 
ature-dependent maximum permissible time (DEL,TP) whenever required. The 
recognition of and the solution of this problem was by far the major obstacle 
encountered in the development of this simulation. 
A second compromise proved necessary in equating the diffusion transfer to 
the vapor transfer at the surface. The approach adopted herein was to calculate 
the magnitude of the surface transfer (SORATE), based upon the vapor pressure 
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FIG. 4. The optimum treatment of the profile surface is shown in (A), but the compromise treat- 
ment that proved necessary for the dummy variable, CS, and the first profile cell, C(1), is shown in 
(B) .  
difference between the wood and the air, and then to require an equal rate of 
diffusion between the first cell, C(l), and CS, a dummy variable. Since CS is a 
dummy variable, it is not included as part of the actual profile so any transfer to 
it changes the amount of moisture in the wood. Thus, it is only necessary to set 
CS to whatever value will cause this diffusion transfer to exactly equal the vapor 
transfer. 
The ideal solution, as shown in Fig. 4A, is to have CS be the wood surface 
moisture content, even though it is still a dummy variable and thus excluded 
when the cells are averaged to determine the average moisture content. In this 
case, 
(1) vapor transfer is proportional to the vapor pressure difference between the 
air and CS, and 
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(2) diffusion transfer is proportional to the moisture content difference between 
CS and C(1) (with due account taken for the diffusion coefficient), which 
are separated by a distance of 0.5 (AIN) cm. 
This required seeking a value for CS that would make the vapor transfer in (1) 
equal the diffusion transfer in (2). Not only did this require an iterative solution, 
but also it did not prove workable under all of the conditions desired for a widely 
applicable program. Thus it proved necessary to alter (1) by setting the vapor 
transfer proportional to the vapor pressure difference between the air and C(1), 
rather than CS. The required value of CS to satisfy (2) is thus readily determinable 
without iteration. However, this resulted in the initial sorption rates being ex- 
cessively rapid. This inaccuracy was largely corrected by considering the mois- 
ture in C(1) to be located at the cell surface (Fig. 4B) rather than at the cell 
center, as is the case with all other cells. This is accomplished very simply by 
introducing the term SC (= 213) into the profile calculations. Its magnitude results 
from the fact that the C(1) moisture is now 50% further from the C(2) moisture 
than is the distance (AIN) between the centers of all of the remaining cells. The 
slope of the moisture profile at the surface is then quite correct, but the moisture 
content of the C(l) cell is inaccurate. However, with thirty cells, this inaccuracy 
is of very minor importance except when the surface slope is extremely steep. 
But to some extent, this steepness accompanies any change in environment. For 
improved accuracy in the first few loops, N can also be increased, but the com- 
puting cost will rise. 
If desired, Fickian diffusion at constant temperature and surface moisture con- 
tent can be very precisely simulated with three internal program alterations, 
namely, by setting SC = 1, TW = TDB and CS = EMC. This output can then 
be compared with the normal program employing a high QRATE value relative 
to D$T (temperature adjusted), which should then closely approximate Fickian 
diffusion since the surface will quickly approach EMC. For any fraction of total 
drying, the normal program time will be within 1% of the Fickian time except 
during the very early loops when the surface profile is first being established. 
The two parameter relative vapor pressure vs. equilibrium moisture content 
isotherm employed in SIMSOR is a compromise in the sense that it is asymptotic 
to RVP = 1. This simplifies the unified treatment of free and bound water. The 
ambient EMC actually plays no role in the SIMSOR program other than as a 
reference point for terminating the run. Thus if the EMC were 40% and the wood 
moisture content were 3096, virtually no sorption would occur because of the 
very small difference in vapor pressure, which is what controls the surface trans- 
fer. This makes it possible for the program to deal effectively and realistically 
with humidities approaching 10095, which is essential for duplication of air drying. 
Another attribute of the isotherm is the ease of defining it with only two exper- 
imental pairs of RVP-EMC data points. Also, for future development, the iso- 
therm differential can be employed as a multiplier in the profile to convert from 
moisture content difference to vapor pressure difference as the basis for moisture 
transfer, as employed by Bramhall (1979). If coupled with a temperature profile, 
this may permit a realistic simulation of hydrodynamic flow in high temperature 
drying, but would seem to offer little advantage for temperatures below the boiling 
point. 
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The last compromise is in the treatment of the free water. In this program, the 
free water is treated exactly the same as the bound water, that is, as a diffusion 
phenomenon dependent upon the moisture difference between cells, the diffusion 
coefficient and the saturated vapor pressure. However, free water flow is a cap- 
illary flow phenomenon rather than a diffusion phenomenon and presumably 
should not be as vapor pressure dependent as bound water diffusion is, so a 
change in drying temperature should affect the free water flow rate much less 
than it affects the bound water rate. Thus, by adjusting their relative diffusion 
coefficients to their 80 F values (an arbitrary level), the vapor pressure adjustment 
can be canceled for all cells whose moisture contents exceed TDL. However, it 
is possible that free water flow is almost totally a function of the particular ana- 
tomical arrangement of the inter-connecting capillaries coupled with the below 
fiber saturation rate of transport. Thus the relative shapes of the hound water 
versus free ,tluter portions of the moisture profile could be quite independent of 
the temperature (it which the wood is dried. If this proves true, then TDL should 
be set beyond the maximum moisture content so that the free water will be treated 
just as is the bound water. This was done in the examples given herein. In sum- 
mary, free water is treated as bound water in this program but its temperature 
dependence may be canceled, if desired. Whether or not this will provide ade- 
quately for the free water flow remains to be determined, but it does provide for 
flexibility in the early applications of this program. 
PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS 
From QRATES, the surface transfer coefficient, two related coefficients are 
derived in the program. The first is the vapor transfer coefficient, QRAT$P (g 
cm ' time-' psi-'), which is obtained from division of QRATES by (B*APT$Q), 
the product of the barometric pressure, B (psi), and the psychrometric constant, 
AP, at temperature T$Q, hence, APT$Q (1PF). The second is the heat transfer 
coefficient (cal. cm-' time ' O F - ' ) ,  which is obtained from multiplication of 
QRATES by (APTW/APT$Q)*(HTLAT) (the psychrometric constant ratio times 
the latent heat) but which does not have an assigned variable name for the sake 
of computing efficiency. Both of these surface transfer coefficients, vapor and 
heat, are temperature-independent so vapor transfer is always proportional to the 
vapor pressure difference while heat transfer is proportional to the temperature 
difference, regardless of the levels of temperature involved. The temperature- 
dependent psychrometric constant is from the Smithsonian Tables (see Bindon 
1963). The latent heat is also temperature-dependent (Weast 1973). Their product 
is constant with temperature (variable latent heat is the reason for the temperature 
dependency of the psychrometric constant-hence, the constant product of the 
two). Both the vapor and the heat transfer coefficients are assumed to hold con- 
stant throughout the sorption run, unless the air velocity is altered. 
Most of the variables in SIMSOR are dependent on either the wood temperature 
or moisture. Those that are neither are computed either before the main loop (JJ 
loop) or in the Sorption Schedule Step Selection routine at the beginning of the 
main loop. As previously indicated, there is a moisture-dependent maximum 
elapsed time, DELT, and a separate heat controlled value, DELTP. The smaller 
of the two is used for the profile loop, that is, for the loop in which the cell-to- 
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cell changes in the profile are calculated. DELT is used in the outer loop, and 
the inner or profile loop is repeated as many times as necessary to insure that the 
time per profile loop does not exceed DELTP. Thus, for each passage through 
the outer loop, this iteration of the profile may vary from one to several hundred 
loops, depending on the input data. The less sensitive temperature- or moisture- 
dependent variables are computed prior to the profile loop. Only the most critical 
variables are always computed for each passage across the profile loop. The less 
sensitive variables include the isotherm variables (BCS and QCS), the diffusion 
coefficient's moisture content dependency (F(I)), latent heat (HTLAT), relative 
differential heat (DIFHT), heat capacity (CD), psychrometric constant (APTW), 
heat transfer coefficient (from QRATES), and a REDFAC routine which, if nec- 
essary, will reduce the time interval (DELT) to a value that insures that the 
subsequent change in the wood temperature (TW) will not exceed the value 
TWDLT specified by the input data. Next comes the Profile routine, which is the 
heart of the simulation. 
The Profile routine handles all changes in the wood moisture contents, relative 
vapor pressure, actual vapor pressure and temperature. The rationale and order 
of computation are as follows. Given the surface moisture content (C(l)), RFI 
(i.e., 1 - relative vapor pressure) is calculated from the moisture content vs. 
relative humidity isotherm. The relative humidity times the saturated vapor pres- 
sure (PWP) at the wood temperature (TW) gives the vapor pressure of the wood 
surface. With this vapor pressure, the partial vapor pressure of the air, and the 
vapor transfer coefficient (QRAT$P, previously calculated in the Sorption Sched- 
ule Step Selection routine), the vapor transfer rate (SORATE) between the air 
and the wood is obtained. Next the value of the dummy variable (CS), necessary 
to make the diffusion transfer equal the vapor transfer, is determined. The profile 
is then traversed, after which the new values for C(1) are adopted. Finally, the 
new wood temperature (TW) and saturated vapor pressure (PWP) are calculated. 
The wood temperature results from three sources: the heat exchanged between 
the air and the wood, the latent heat plus differential heat involved in the change 
in state between water and vapor, and the sensible heat involved in any change 
in the wood temperature. 
In all of these Profile routine calculations, unnecessary repetitions are avoided 
by putting all possible portions of each calculation above the profile loop. The 
most intricate example of this is probably in the moisture flux calculations. The 
moisture content of each profile cell changes according to the balance between 
the inflow and outflow from and to the adjacent cells. Taking just one of these 
flux terms, 
. . . V*(F(I)*(C(I - 1) - C(1)) . . .) 
the fundamental character can be determined by tracing the path of V back up 
through the program and substituting the indicated variables into the flux 
expression. 
DELT*(D$T*(PWP/PT$D)* F(I))*(C(I - 1) - C(I))/(A/N)* *2 
will be obtained from these substitutions. This is the steady-state flux in % MC 
that results from the products of time (DELT), unsteady-state diffusion coefficient 
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(D$T), corrected for temperature by the saturated vapor pressure ratio (PWPI 
PT$D) and for moisture content by F(I), with the final term being the slope or 
moisture gradient, which is the moisture difference (C(1 - 1) - C(1)) divided by 
the distance between the cells (AJN). The between cell distance is equal to the 
cell thickness, which is also involved for the conversions between steady and 
unsteady-state diffusion coefficients and in obtaining the flux in % MC rather than 
in weight of water, so (AIN) appears as a squared term. In this manner, the 
multiplier V*F(I) is kept as close to the critical value of 0.5 as deemed advisable 
and DELT is varied directly with the square of the cell thickness and inversely 
with the temperature corrected diffusion coefficient. 
While the critical level for stability, 0.5, for the moisture profile multiplier can 
be mathematically demonstrated, the rationale for the manner in which heat trans- 
fer controls the maximum permissible time interval, DELTP$, was not precisely 
defined. The DELTP$ equation at the start of the Profile routine is an empirical 
equation based upon trial and error. The critical level of DELTP$ was clearly a 
function of SG, A, QRATE and PW (the rest were judgment values), but the 
level varied with different combinations of wood moisture and drying conditions 
in a manner that could not be precisely defined. The constant of 60 was very 
extensively tested and is believed to be safe for all conditions between 0 and 250 
F,  but a lower value would be more economical and many typical trials worked 
perfectly with a value of 20. As a precautionary measure, the print-out variable, 
DELTEF (DELT efficiency), is included to indicate when the time (DELT) per 
main loop has been reduced, either by the REDFAC routine or near the end of 
the Profile routine, to prevent the change in TW from exceeding TWDLT. This 
occurs naturally when environmental conditions are changed but under stable 
conditions, DELTEF should remain at 100. If oscillations do occur, it should be 
apparent. 
VERIFICATION 
SIMSOR has been tested sufficiently to make it virtually certain that it will 
properly function in the mathematical sense with any realistic combination of 
input variables that might be employed. It now must be tested against the widest 
possible range of experimental data. It will readily simulate small specimens 
exposed to a single drying atmosphere, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .  It has also accu- 
rately duplicated similar specimens exposed to a 24-hour sinusoidal temperature 
and has even duplicated with excellent accuracy the drying behavior of red oak 
sandwiched between plywood panels to protect the wood from excessively rapid 
drying tSchultz 1978). Figure 1 shows that it can satisfactorily simulate a kiln 
schedule. But in all of these applications, the diffusion coefficient could be varied 
to suit the particular sample. What is now needed are data from carefully matched 
specimens, with adequate replication, exposed to a variety of environmental con- 
ditions. This can be most quickly accomplished by a variety of investigators who 
have need for a simulation and have data to be evaluated. Of particular need are 
data on matched green specimens dried at different temperature levels to assess 
the effect of temperature on the relative behavior of free water versus bound 
water. And this is needed for a variety of species, both softwood and hardwood, 
so the task is sizable. 
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Even at the present level of verification, SIMSOR can provide very useful 
estimates. Only long-term verification will determine the final accuracy. In any 
event, it will be a valuable tool for drying research. Since it is based upon clearly 
defined and specified principles, it can serve as a reference standard against which 
the observed behavior of actual data can be judged and interpreted. 
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Note: Upon request, the author will provide a tape of  the program at  cos t .  
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C - - SIMSOR: R COIWUTER SIMULRTICIPI OF WfiTTER SORPTION I N  WOOD < I N  
C - - FORTPW I V >  BY C -  ARTHUR HftRTr SCWOL OF FUREST RESOURCEST 
C - - NORTH C M L I I H )  STRTE UNIVERSITY. R F k E Z W r  N.C. 2 7 6 5 0  
IMPLICIT RERM rwt,u-z> 
DIMEHSIUN C(112>~CF)(l1O)~CB(110>~F(11O~~CMPi110> 
DIMEPtSIUN DESCR(70) *NCLMi10> r C U R I T E ( l 0 )  
DIMEHSION TDBS (94) -TUBS (99) .TEST (99) rNSD (99) rQRRTES (99> rTSQS (99) 
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C - -  GIVES V = 0.4 UHERE V = iDELT + D) 1 1 ~  iR/N? 
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RERD ( 1  9455) DST t  TSDvBYDfirCBblDMvRBYDM 
4 5  FOPMRT i l l X ~ E 9 . & 5 ( 1 X r F 9 . 3 > )  
PEFtD ( 1 ~ 5 5 )  FIJLtFUDBL,WDRvCFUDM~PFUDM 
5 5  FURMRT i l O X x , 7 i l X 1 F 9 . 3 ) i  
RERD i 1765)  RVPSH, EMCSHIPVPSL~E~KSLI TSERC 9 B 
65 FORRFIT 11 0 x 1 6  < 1 X ~ F 9 . 4 > )  
RERD (1-75) I W R T r U R T v F I N I S t J J ,  (NCLM<I> 11=lrlO) 
7 5  FORRFIT (19Xv I l , 2 ( lX ,F9 .3 )  ~ 1 X ~ I % l O X ~ 1 0 1 2 >  
URITE  1 3 ~ 8 5 )  
8 5  FORMAT (1H1> 
URITE ( 3  r 95) 
35 FORMRT ( 1 W r 8 X t ' I D '  9 lOX,'DESCR(I)') 
MRITE (37 105) ID. (DESCP<I> 9 Iz1ilt69) 
1 0 5  FORRAT ( l H  r I10 ,1Xv69R1> 
WRITE (31115) 
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1 ' )  
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WRITE (37 195)  
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245  NSMX=I 
255  CONTINUE 
IdRITE (3,265) 
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N1=1 
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355 FOPRRT r l H  ,TlO.F6.2> 
C 






D0  385  1=1,85 
CM=CM+2.5 
!IMP <I) =CM 
I F  iCNP(I) .GT.FNL> GO T0 3 b 5  
F .11=1 .  
I F  rI;MPrI> -13T.BULT-.AND.CP(P(I) .LT.BUlJC)FfI)=l,+*BUDM-1. ~*3.5* ( l .+SI  
l N ' 3 .  ~~+(C~P(I)-CBUDM)IPBUDII> J 
I F  'CMP(I).GE.BUUCjF(I>=BUDM 
150 TO 375 
355 F * I, =FWDBL 
I F  ~CMP~I~.GT.FULC.WD.iMPiI,.LT.FLIUC)FcI)=(;WDBL+~FldDMfUDBL~~J.5* 
1 ~1.+SINl'3.l+(CMP<I>-CFUDM~ /RFWDM>> 
I F  ~CMP~I).SE.FUIJC~F~Ij=FUDM 
775 iCONT INIJE 
355 CONT INIJE 
I ;=1 
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IE=17  
DO 4 3 s  IL=1.5 
WRITE (3,395) 
335 FORRRT <1HO,3Xt '%RC=') 
URITE (3,405) (CmPr I )  ,I=IS,IE) 
4 0 5  FORIWT ( lHts7X,17(2X,F5.1)> 
WRITE (3.415) 
4 1 5  FURMFIT (It+ ~ ~ X F ~ . F ( I ) = ' )  
IrlRITE (3,425) ( F ( I )  , I = I S t I D  
425 FORMAT (1+7X,17(1X,F6.3)> 
I S = I S + l 7  
4 3 5  IE= IE+ l?  
C - - END CRLCULFI-TION OF D IFFUSION COEFFICIENT'S flC DEPENDENCY. 
C 
WRITE (3-445)  ID. (DESCRrI)  t I = l ~ 6 4 )  
449 FORMFFT < lH1 .7X r I lO r4X ,69F t l >  
WRITE (3,455) 
4 5 5  FOPmtT ( ~ H O , T ~ , ' N S D ' ~ T ~ ~ ~ ' T E S T ' , T ~ ~ , ' O R F ~ T E S ' ~ T ~ ~ . ' T S Q ' F T ~ % ' R D B ' ~ T  
154~'NS'rT67r'%ErtC'rT75,'TDB'tT82r'TYB'rT126~'J'~Tl3lr'NPL'> 
IdRITE (39465)  
4 6 5  FORMftT < T ~ T ' O ' ~ T ~ ~ ' % C B ~ P ' ~ T ~ ~ ~ ' T I I I E ' ~ T ~ ~ , ' % C B R W ' ~ T ~ ~ ~ ' W R F I T E  %/ 
~T'YT~~~'TU'*T~~P'RC)'~T~~~'K',T~~~'DELTEF'~T~~~'S'> 
WRITE (3,475) ( N C L R ( I ) r I = l r l O )  
4 7 5  FORRRT ( T l  r'+' r T 6 4 9  1 0  (2x9 '%RC' r 12, > 
IdRITE ( 3 v M 5 )  
4 8 5  FOPMRT ( T l r '  ') 
C 















C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
C 
~ + + + + + + + + + t + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  
T 1 =TPD 
NOSTR=3 
GO TO 5 0 5  
435 PTSD=P2 
DXI=DST/ twn, -2 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
P2*XP (14.375309-3736-  7 6 3 d T 2 - < e l .  7725xT2 )  e) 
C - - P2  I I N  P S I  > I S  THE CIFtTUPFtTED V W U R  PRESSURE OF WWTER AT TEMP 72. 
GO TO < 6 1 5 ~ 6 2 5 t 4 9 5 , 6 7 5 )  PNOSTR 
5 1 5  CONT I NIJE 
C 
Ct-c-+-+--+.-+ : : : : ; : : : : : : +-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-t+-+-tttt 
I- 
C - - CFHCULliTE THE ERC-RH ISOTHERM PFIRIWETEPS. 
TOP=ALOG IERCOH) -ft lOG(EMCSL> 
BUT-+tLllG<--fttOErt 1. +VPSH>, -M-DG(-HL06<1. -FrVPbL> ) 
QICS=TOP/BOT 
B S i f  =EMCSL/ (+LOG Il.-+?VPSL) ) -QSC 
C 
B B h S = 1 2 . 2 5 - 6 . 2 ~ 8 + ~ 1 . - E X P < - ~ T t E R C / 1 7 0 . ) ~ . 8 0 3 a ' ~  
C - - TIEI IC .GT. 0. BUT S M U L D  BE IMITHIN 32 TO 2 1 2  FOR BBR3 
OBH5=11.61+0.1 0 7 8 + ~ - f H O G ~  1. -T%ERC/250.), 4 . 8 4 6 7  
C - - O. .LT. TSEIIC .LT. 250. BlJT - W U L D  BE WITHIN 32 TO 2 1 2  FOP OBH'. 
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C - + - w - k - c - c - t - c t t c -  : : : +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ : : C-H- 
DO 345 J = 2 ? J J  
C - -  THIS I S  THE RRIN. OUTER, J OR J J  LOOP. 
T , - t - + - + - + - + - t - - + - + - n ~  : : : : : : : : +--+--H-+-+-+- 
C 
I) - - :TART OF SORPTIIRJ SCHEDULE STEP SELECTION - - - - - A - - - - - - 
I F  INS.NE. 0) GO TO 5 6 5  
C - - NS=0 ROUTINE TO SELECT THE PWPER FIRST SORPTIOH SCHEDULE STEP. 
'i?5 NS=NC+l 
525 FORRRT ~ T ~ ~ ' O ' V T ~ Y ' S O R P T I O N  SCHEDULE DUES N l l l  FtCCOfWDRTE THE INPUT 
1 DATR. ', 
5 0  TO 855  
545  CONT INIJE 
r - - END OF N*=0 R(llJTINE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
5 6 5  CONTINUE 
I F  (NSD INS) .EQ. 1) GO TO 5 7 5  
I F  *NSD (NSi .EQ.2. OR. NSD (NS) .EQ- 0) GO TU 585  
I F  (CBRRP.LT.TESTcNS)> GO TO 595  
130 TO n65 
575 I F  (CBFIRP.6T.TEST(NS>) I533 m 5% 
~ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  
1: 
595  I F  <TIMET.NE.TIMEK> GO TO 205  
Pi'-3=N?+l 
n lJ5 CLINT INUE 
I F  (NZD 8NS) .EI2.2.UP.NSD (NS> .EQ. O>TEST(NS)=TEST(NS? +TIWET 




TEQ=TSQS (NS i  
I_ 
~ 2 5  P U B S 2  
1- - - PDP=PldB-0. 005374+(TDB-TUB) I F  B=14.43 (PSI)  '.. WTSO=3.724E4(1/F> 
APTPO='.36iE-3,+~l.+fTEQ-32.>/15ilt) 
WTi'TMB= ( .3h iE-3)  +( 1. + < TUB-32. > / 1571. I 
I: - - P2YCHROMETPIC EQIJATION 1; NEXT. PDP=PRESSURE DEW PUINT <PSI ) .  
PDP=PUB-BWTYB* 1 TDB-TUB) 
PDB=PDP/PDB 
I1RRTPP=RPRTES/ rBHtPT$Oi 
C - -  ilRFtT0P ( E N  S/SQ CP(-TIME-PSI) = ' 4 M P  TPWSFER CUEFFICIENT 
C - - NEXT ZET THE ISOTHEPR TO THE DRY BULB TEMP, TDB. 
ECY=cBSC2, BBR;,+c 12.25-6.249-*1.-EYPf-ITDB'170. ,-.a038>>> 
~ ~ C * ~ = I I ~ P C ~ / R B R ~ > ~ ( O . ~ ~ + O . ~ ~ ~ ~ - + - ~ ~ G ~ ~ . - T D B ~ ~ ~ O .  i ) u u . 8 4 6 7 )  
ERC=BC3+*+OGc 1 .-PDB)) crUCS 
1- 
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IJRITE (3,635) NSD (NS) TEST (NS> r BRFITEIVTSQVPDBT NSIMCVTIIBITYBT J*NPL 
6 3 5  FORRFIT ~ 1 H 0 ~ 1 7 ~ l X r F t O . ~ ~ ~ X ~ E l 0 . 4 t l X ~ F & . 2 ~ 1 X ~ F 5 . 3 r l X r I 3 ~ 8 X r 3 ~ l X ~ F 6 .  
12) ,35X,Ii'r2X.I5/> 
I F  (J.NE.2) W TO 6 6 5  
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
C 
DO 6 4 5  I = l t l O  
LC*LR(I> 
6 4 5  CWRITE < I> =C (LC) 
idRITE (3.655) C B W ~ V T I ~ K ~ C B W W . W R F I T E I T W ~  <CURITE<I)  TI=^ -10) 
6 5 5  FORMRT (1tt ~1X~F6.2rlXrElO.411X~F7.3rlX,El0.41lX~F6.2~18X~1O<lX~F6 
1.2>> 





C - - NEXT SET ISOTHERF HI TODD TEMPERTUREv TU. 
BC5=<BSCS/BBFIS)~12.25+.2H+<l.-EXP<-tTW/170.)~.aO38>)> 
C--TI4 .GT. 0. BUT I T  StiUULD BE WITHIN 32 TO 2 1 2  FOP BCS 
QCZ=(QPCT/QBRS)+(0.61tO. 1079+~-fiCOG~l.-TU~250.))*0.aM7~ 
C---O. . LT. TW .LT. 250. BUT SHOULD BE WITHIN 32 TO 2 1 2  FOR OCS 
C 
13 - - f T W T  CRLCULRTION UF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT'S MC DEPEWDENCY. 
FMFt!4=0. 0 
F < I ) = 1 .  
I F  (C<I).GT.BULC.AHD.C(I).LT.BWUC)FtI)=l.+~BUD~-l.)~O.5~<l.+SINt3. 
11+tC <I) -CBUDt!>/RBUDW>> 
I F  <C<I )  .G€.BWIC>F(I)*UDt4 
150 TO 5H 
685 F ( I> =fNDBL 
I F  (C (I). ST-FULC. FWD. C (1) - L T T  FUIJC>F (I>=FUDBL+<FYDM-FUDBL> Cg .5Ml .  + 
lSIN(3.1+tC(I)-CFYDM>/RFWDM>) 
I F  ~C<I,.GE.FUUC)F(I>=FUDM 
635 CONTINLIE 
I F  < C I I >  .GT.TDL>F(I>=F( I>N.50683fPbl  
C - - PId=O.506@3 WHEN T Y 4 0 .  SO FOR MC'S HBOVE TDL. THE DIFF. COEFF. 
C - - - I S  CORRECTED TO I T ' S  8 0  DEGREE VFHUE. 
I F  (FRRX.LT.F<I>)FclFtX+'I> 
705 CONTINUE 
C - - END I:WCULRTION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT'S PIC DEPENDENCY. 
1; 
D13 715 I=1.N 




I) - - D I F F U X M  COEFFICIENT I S  NOW CORRECTED FUR TEMPERFITURE, TU 
UELT=V/D)( 
C - - DELT=PEPMISSRBLE TIRE PER LOOP FOR MOISTURE DIFFUSION 
DELT8=DELT 
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
HTLRT404. 19--0 .26864TU-0,001119+TN~ 
I_ - - HTLAT ( I N  CRLORIES/S) =IftTEtiT HEFIT HT TEHPERR-TIJPE TY. 
DIFItT=l .+O. 4a8rEYP c-0. 146r jKBW,  
C - -  DIFHT(DIMENSIONLESS>=YELFtTIVE DIFFERENTIRL HEHT. 
CD=n. 26b+O. 0006-1 Tld-32. > 
I_ - - ILDsIN CHLOPIES/GvCELSIU~> = COEFFICIENT OF HEFtT CWRCITY. TW(FWf?) 
HPTM=c.367E-3)+<1.+~TW-32. >, 1571. J 
I3RATE=ORATEPIC1PTU/fiPTtQ 
C - -  l>PHTE<G/SQ EM. TIME, FW)=SUPFFtCE TRftNSFEP CUEFFICIENT FIT TEMP TU 
70 WOOD AND FIBER, JANUARY 1981, V .  13(1) 
C - -  I;IRFYFE*HTLFIT<IN CF)L/SQ CMv TIWE, F)=HERT TRRfmSFfR COEFFICIBtT. I T  
C - -  I 2  CONSTWT FOR FLL  TH. 
1: 
L 
C - - REDFFIC ROUTINE TO L I M I T  TU C W N M  BY L I P I I T I P 6  DELT - - - - - - - - 
C 
RFl=EXP ~-cC<l \ /BCS)*<I . /QCS>> 
C - - RF1 (DIMENSIDNLESS)=l.-RU U M R E  W P . V . P .  OF THE YOUD SURFME. 
I F  ~RFl.GT.0.34~RF1=0.99 
I F  tRFl.LT.1.0E-50)RF1=ttOE--50 
SORftTE=-QRFYTSPMPY+DP#lWY) 
I) - - ZORRTE ( I N  6 / 5 0  CH ,TIRE) =SURFWE VftPUR TRWSFER PFYTE, 
I F  tNSDcNS).EQ.O>SORATE=O.D 
TWUL=DELTwbtTLftTY . 9/ ( (CD+CBAW/100. > o - S M > )  
C - - TUUL'IN TIME,FM,SQ CPI/G) 
TW2=TU+ <QRFITEMTDB-TU) +SORRTEcDIFHT> +TUUL 
C 
TIdFK=1- 
I F  eftBS (TU-TU2> . LE. TWDLT) Gn TO 7 2 5  




I F  IREDFftC. GT. 1.0) REDFftC=l. 0 
TW2=TI+ (TY-TY2) cREDFFH: 




C - -  Z T W T  OF M.C. P W F I L E  ROUTINE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I) 
17 - - NPL=1+60. c. WTtDw+QRFYrEMtTLRT/  f S W e W S T * F P I f t X t X I F F H T + c C D K B W P )  
D E L T P P = S ~ + D I F H T ~ C D + C B R C , P / l O O - )  cQRHTEMtTLFtT+PU+O. ) 





;CSPY=+PRTIP~W-DELTPc~l00.  *rl/ (HYSG+2.*F (1) +) 




C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
DO 765  IP=l,NPL 
r/=YP+PHP 
R F ~ = E X P ' - I C ~ ~ " / B C S > * ' ~ . / O C S ~ >  
TOPATE=-QRftTW*'PUP-PDP+Fi*eMP) 
CZ=r I .  -RFl-PDP/PlrlP> eCSPIICH3 ( 1  J 
C - -  TH I3  :ETS THE TTPRNSFER BETUEEN CZ h 1;<1\ EQIJAL TU 2ORHTE. 
C 
I F  N3D (NS) .NE. 5 0  TO 735 
;uRRTE=i). O 
I;==C r 1) 
735  iONT I NUE 
Hart-COMPUTER MODEL FOR WATER IN WOOD 
I F  RBS (TUB-TU) . GT. TUDLT) rMl TU 775 
765 CONTINUE 
C 
C - -  END OF M.C. PRDFILE Rnl lT INE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 




DO 7 3 5  I=1,N 
CINC%IFtC+cC<I><R!I)>/N 
795  CBFH)P=CBW+C (1) /N 
3ORRTE%INCc< <S-/ 1 00.3 /DELT) 
C - - THIS SORRTE(1N 6/SQ CMvTIME) I S  FOR NPL L m P S  
IJTCMS=WTCWHORRTE*gELT 





I F  f IURT. EQ. 1 .RND.RBS (CBFH,P-CBRRP2> . L  M TO 8 3 5  
I F  (IURT.EQ.2.MD. (TIMET-TST> .LT.UPT> 5 0  TO 8 3 5  
L 
I \ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
C - - ZTRRT OF WRITE RQUTINE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
T:T=T'T+MRT 
305  L O N T I M E  
K=k+l 
RVRRTE=NTC-l OO./ (SG-(TIMET-TIMEK) ) 
1: - - THI; GIVES RVRRTE 1W PERCMT/TIRE. 
CBWRV=O. ~ + ( C B W ~ + C B F I U P >  
RU=l . -RFl  
DELTEF=100. +<TIMET-TIMEK>/DELTBS 
CBRPP2=CBRUP 
T I  MEK=T IRET 
L 
DO 315 I = l r l O  
LC=NCLM @ I) 
3 1 s  CIJRITE<I)=C (LC> 
C 
13R1TE <3 ,8d5)  C B W P I T I ~ E T , C B W W ~ W R R E P T W ~ R U . ; ~ D E L T E F ~ ~ C W R I T E ~ I ) T  
11=1r 10) 
?25 FORWHT (1t t  rlX1F6.2~1X.E10.4~1X~F7.3,1X,E10.4~1X~F6~2r~~~F5.3~lX~I 




C - - END OF WRITE PDUTINE - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - 
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
3 3 5  COHT INIJE 
I F  *F+BS b C B W P f  MCj .LT.FINIS> GO TU Y55 
445 ILONTINUE 
355 CONTINUE 
bJR I T E  37 965) 
I,IHI TE 13.275) J, rtPL 
365 FOPMAT 'T l . ' I l ' .T l26r  J .T131, NPL 
3-C . r  A FURPHT ! T I +  .T12U, I7 rT129 .15 )  
SO TO 5 
395 CONTINUE 
ILWL EXIT 
END 
